
Budget 2019-2020 carefully deals with
supply and demand side stress factors
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Supply Side

Exemptions offered under section 80-IBA of Income Tax to developers undertaking affordable segment projects
extended for one more year for the ones that get approved by March 31, 2020. Maintaining its stance on affordable
segment, government’s move would continue to support budget housing.

To give impetus to the sector, government exempted developers from levying tax on notional rent on unsold
inventory for two years from end of the year in which project gets completed. The move offers additional tax
benefits for developers since the relief was given for one year after completion of the project till now. Indicating a
slowdown in the sector, ready inventory between 2014 and 2018 has increased by 2.5 times.

Table shows growth in ready and overall inventory in top-8 cities

Top-8 Cities Dec-14 Dec-15 Dec-16 Dec-17 Dec-18 Growth 2014 - 18

Ready Inventory 32,023 51,403 71,625 79,214 79,450 2.5 times

UC Inventory 642,865 803,265 882,352 839,559 864,219 1.3 times

Total Inventory 674,888 854,668 953,977 918,773 943,669 1.4 times

Sales in under construction properties have been declining in the past few years. While under construction
properties attract 12% GST no GST is charged on the ready ones. Additionally, delay in execution and delivery has
kept buyers away from under construction properties. Our data shows contribution of sales in ready properties has
gone up from 11% to 27% in the five year period.

Table shows proportion of sales in ready stock versus total sales (ready and under construction)

CITY CY 2014 CY 2015 CY 2016 CY 2017 CY 2018

Ahmedabad 39% 39% 45% 54% 53%

Bangaluru 7% 9% 16% 22% 20%

Chennai 18% 48% 38% 44% 40%

Hyderabad 13% 15% 25% 29% 28%

Kolkata 10% 6% 13% 15% 17%

MMR 11% 10% 18% 22% 26%

NCR 2% 8% 11% 11% 16%

Pune 8% 14% 18% 21% 27%

Top-8 Cities 11% 16% 21% 23% 27%
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“Acknowledging the stress on real estate sector, the budget offers incentive to second property purchasers to
boost sales. It also provides reprieve to developers from inventory tax burden.”

Pankaj Kapoor
MD - Liases Foras

Demand Side

All this while, inventory tax seemed like a big hurdle for not completing projects since on one hand developers were
finding it difficult to find takers for under construction properties while on the other hand they had to comply to
RERA norms and finish the project as per schedule. By giving exemption of another year the government has given a
big reprieve to developers who were facing hardships.

Capital gains under section 54 of Income Tax of up to 2 crore can be split in buying two houses instead of one. The
step would ease transactions and bring fairness into the market since earlier individual used to induct additional
shareholder while selling property to divide capital gains. It would bring down barriers in buying more properties
after disposing one.

Income tax on notional rent on second self-occupied house would be exempted now on. More participation of
non-speculative and genuine investor to buy second property is expected due to this move. It will improve the sales
further.

Exemption from deduction of TDS on rental income increased from 1.80 lakh to Rs 2.40 lakh. The move will bring
down compliance hassles among the mid and affordable segment tenants.


